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Welcome to the families and friends who are here to join me and our faculty and staff in offering a heartfelt congratulations to you—the graduates here today.

About a year ago we adopted a new theme: *Transforming Lives. Transforming Communities. Transforming Higher Education*. We are seeing this play out today as you are transformed into university graduates—people who deserve respect for the knowledge, skills and abilities you’ve acquired so that you might make meaningful contributions to your communities and demonstrate how education can create opportunity.

MSU Denver strives to engage every member of our University in the life of the larger community. Our roots are perhaps deeper than any other institution of higher education in Colorado: 93 percent of our students are from the metro Denver area, and if past trends continue, nearly 75 percent of our graduates will stay in state. Moreover, our students make up the most diverse student body of any university in Colorado.

We take our message of transformation into public schools so children know that they have the right and a responsibility to acquire an education. And our students apply their education to help solve problems in areas that range from public health to athletics to the arts. These are just a few ways MSU Denver is *transforming communities*.

We also listen and respond to what business and political leaders say is critical for our economic future, which has led to the creation of our on-campus Springhill Suites Denver Downtown at MSU Denver, the adjacent Hospitality Learning Center and the Center for Urban Education; the Aerospace and Engineering Sciences initiative that will provide an educated workforce for a thriving industry and offer employment potential to students interested in science, technology, engineering and math; and the creation of master’s degree programs in accountancy, social work and teacher education.

Innovative responses like these are truly *transforming higher education* in Colorado. MSU Denver demands academic rigor and creative thinking while offering students opportunities to acquire the skills and knowledge they need to build their own economic security as well as keep the Denver and Colorado economic engines humming.

In August 2015, MSU Denver will celebrate its 50th anniversary. By continuing our endeavor to transform lives, our communities and higher education, we believe the next 50 years will be even better than the last.

Carry this message of transformation with you, along with my best wishes for your future.

Best regards,

Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President, Metropolitan State University of Denver

Dear 2014 Spring Graduation Candidates:

Welcome to the families and friends who are here to join me and our faculty and staff in offering a heartfelt congratulations to you—the graduates here today.

About a year ago we adopted a new theme: *Transforming Lives. Transforming Communities. Transforming Higher Education*. We are seeing this play out today as you are transformed into university graduates—people who deserve respect for the knowledge, skills and abilities you’ve acquired so that you might make meaningful contributions to your communities and demonstrate how education can create opportunity.

MSU Denver strives to engage every member of our University in the life of the larger community. Our roots are perhaps deeper than any other institution of higher education in Colorado: 93 percent of our students are from the metro Denver area, and if past trends continue, nearly 75 percent of our graduates will stay in state. Moreover, our students make up the most diverse student body of any university in Colorado.

We take our message of transformation into public schools so children know that they have the right and a responsibility to acquire an education. And our students apply their education to help solve problems in areas that range from public health to athletics to the arts. These are just a few ways MSU Denver is *transforming communities*.

We also listen and respond to what business and political leaders say is critical for our economic future, which has led to the creation of our on-campus Springhill Suites Denver Downtown at MSU Denver, the adjacent Hospitality Learning Center and the Center for Urban Education; the Aerospace and Engineering Sciences initiative that will provide an educated workforce for a thriving industry and offer employment potential to students interested in science, technology, engineering and math; and the creation of master’s degree programs in accountancy, social work and teacher education.

Innovative responses like these are truly *transforming higher education* in Colorado. MSU Denver demands academic rigor and creative thinking while offering students opportunities to acquire the skills and knowledge they need to build their own economic security as well as keep the Denver and Colorado economic engines humming.

In August 2015, MSU Denver will celebrate its 50th anniversary. By continuing our endeavor to transform lives, our communities and higher education, we believe the next 50 years will be even better than the last.

Carry this message of transformation with you, along with my best wishes for your future.

Best regards,

Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Program

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1 ............................................................ Sir Edgar Elgar
(Please stand for the procession)

The Denver Municipal Band
Mr. Gerald Endsley, Affiliate Music Faculty, Conductor

Star-Spangled Banner .................................................................................. Francis Scott Key
Ms. Sarah Sanborn, Soprano, Graduating Music Major, Voice Performance Concentration

The Denver Municipal Band Brass Ensemble
Dr. Michael J. Kornelsen, Associate Dean of the Arts
Dr. Walter L. Barr, Emeritus Professor of Music, Arranger

Amazing Grace ................................................................. John Newton
Larry Folz, Saxophone, Graduating Music Major, Saxophone Performance Concentration

Call to Order ......................................................................................... Dr. Kamran Sahami
President, Faculty Senate

Presidential Greetings ........................................................................ Dr. Stephen M. Jordan
President, Metropolitan State University of Denver

Introduction of the President’s Award Recipient ..................................... Dr. Joan L. Foster
Dean, Letters, Arts and Sciences
Dr. Sandra Haynes
Dean, School of Professional Studies

Remarks from the Spring Class of 2014 .................................................. Genevieve Eigner-Ettelman
President’s Award Recipient

Presentation of Candidates ...................................................................... Dr. Vicki Golich
Provost and Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs

Conferring of Master’s Degrees ............................................................. Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Presentation of Diplomas
School of Business ................................................................................... Dr. Ann B. Murphy, Dean
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences ......................................................... Dr. Joan L. Foster, Dean
School of Professional Studies ................................................................. Dr. Sandra Haynes, Dean

Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees .......................................................... Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Presentation of Diplomas
School of Business ................................................................................... Dr. Ann B. Murphy, Dean
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences ......................................................... Dr. Joan L. Foster, Dean
School of Professional Studies ................................................................. Dr. Sandra Haynes, Dean

Introduction of Candidates .................................................................... Mr. Gene Roberts
Assistant Professor, Department of Music
Ms. MB Krueger
Associate Professor, Department of Music
Dr. Bradley Thompson
Assistant Professor, Department of Music
Dr. Marilyn Hetzel
Chair, Department of Theatre

Tassel Ceremony ...................................................................................... Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Closing Ceremony .................................................................................... Dr. Kamran Sahami

Recessional

Interpreters for the deaf:
Leora Rosenbaum and Jean Kelly
Attending Metro rarely entails merely attending class and completing assignments.”  
—Genevieve N. Eigner-Ettelman

Before attending MSU Denver, Eigner was on a successful path to becoming a district store manager for a large corporation. But when it went bankrupt, she decided it was time to do what she really wanted—pursue higher education. “I chose Metro because some of my friends had very positive experiences here. It seemed like the best fit,” Eigner says. “I’m a much more enlightened, well-rounded, introspective and, most importantly, happy person for having come here.”

When she began her academic journey at MSU Denver, she declared criminal justice as her major, but soon realized psychology should be her second. After taking a few sociology courses, she uncovered her first minor, and then the historical piece began to serve a significant role in her understanding of the other three areas, thus creating her third major. She enjoys piecing together all these parts of the puzzle to better understand human behavior.

Eigner says her professors helped shape her degrees, as well as who she has become. In turn, she has left lasting impressions on them.

“I would rank Genevieve in the upper 5 percent of students I have taught in over two decades of teaching,” Linda Mariposa Marangia, Ph.D., professor of sociology, says. “She works full time, takes a full load of classes each semester and still finds time to volunteer for social causes.”

Melissa Monson, Ph.D., associate professor of sociology, says, “Ms. Eigner has developed a unique interdisciplinary approach to studying the world—one that will serve her well in future academic endeavors. She is fair-minded, empathetic and a keen logical thinker.”

Eigner has presented her own research at multiple conferences, and her contribution to the Colorado Charge—a research collaboration with the Governor’s Office of Community Partnerships—could be used to make a real difference in the lives of homeless veterans across the state.

“My ultimate passion in life is to conduct research that may uncover the progression of criminogenic behavior,” Eigner says. “I cannot accept that people are born to commit crime; I believe the choices they make in life, based on their resources and environment, are what lead to crime. By understanding those variables, positive interventions may occur, benefitting not just offenders but society as a whole.”

In addition to being active in campus research, presentations and community service activities, Eigner was a teacher’s assistant, served on the Student Conduct Hearing Board and in Students Against Interpersonal Violence, and held membership in numerous clubs and honor societies.

“I plan to take a year off and decide where to attend a Ph.D. program for clinical psychology with a concentration in forensics,” Eigner says. “In the meantime, I hope to find a job where I can put it into action all I’ve learned at MSU Denver.”
**MSU Denver: Lives Transformed**

As our graduates leave here today, they are positioned for success—good news for our economy, since a majority of MSU Denver degree holders stay in Colorado.

By 2020, almost two-thirds of Colorado jobs will require postsecondary education or training. The state’s goal is for nearly 63 percent of adults to have degrees by the same year. By current estimates, though, only about one in five Colorado ninth graders will earn a college degree. Survival in this 21st-century economy will require Colorado to transform how it views and delivers higher education.

MSU Denver is positioned to lead the way in this transformation, and it is a philosophy we strive to put into action every day. One way we do this is by occupying a deliberate educational niche in Colorado; it’s our mission to provide educational access and affordability in Colorado’s largest urban area.

MSU Denver’s student body, the most diverse among the state’s four-year institutions of higher education, mirrors the state’s racial and ethnic makeup; 34 percent of our students are of color and 31.5 percent are first-generation college students.

Our efforts to increase Latino enrollment and become a Hispanic-Serving Institution ultimately will benefit our entire community. We already are ranked among the top 100 colleges and universities in the country for graduating Latino students.

The board of trustees at MSU Denver continues to guide us in becoming more entrepreneurial, agile and responsive to the needs of our marketplace and community; we’re building public-private partnerships with industry leaders in hospitality and aerospace/advanced manufacturing. These kinds of efforts are making our programs more attractive to older students—the average age is 26—and to working professionals and people returning to refresh or learn new skills—almost 40 percent attend part time.

We actively attract veterans and military-connected students as well. Their numbers have grown by 41 percent over five years, making MSU Denver one of Colorado’s highest military-enrolling institutions; we were recognized by Military Times as one of America’s “Best Colleges for Veterans.”

MSU Denver strives to be Colorado’s best educational value, and the return on investment of an MSU Denver degree is impressive. Our tuition is the lowest among Colorado’s four-year universities and the College Measures Report shows that our bachelor’s degree graduates have one of the highest first-year earnings medians.

Students here get a superb academic education paired with future-focused career programs that equip them to function in the increasingly competitive economy and make meaningful contributions to our beloved state.

By keeping up this momentum, MSU Denver is making strides in transforming higher education and, in turn, creating great promise for Colorado’s economic future.
Faculty Marshal
Dr. Kamran Sahami
President, Faculty Senate

Assistant Faculty Marshals
Dr. Shamim Ahsan
Ms. Cindy Anderson
Dr. Sally Baalbaki
Dr. Brian Bagwell
Dr. Barbara Barclay
Dr. Sue Barnd
Prof. David Beckwith
Dr. Philip E. Bernhardt
Dr. Jennifer Bradford
Dr. Katia Campbell
Prof. Michael Ian Caston
Dr. Miri Chung
Dr. Colleen M. Colles
Mr. Christopher Cooley
Dr. Clark Dollard
Dr. Amy Dore
Mr. Darrin Duber-Smith
Mr. Derren Duburguet
Dr. Jean-François Duclos
Prof. Meg Frisbee
Dr. Jennifer Gagliardi-Seeley
Prof. Tanya Gatlin
Dr. Joice W. Gibson
Dr. Cynthia Gillette Dormer
Dr. Tamara B. Goldstein
Mr. Ramon Griffin
Mr. Steve Haigh
Prof. Jeff Hammond
Ms. Alysyn Harvey Middleton
Dr. Derrick E. Haynes
Dr. Jeff Helton
Ms. Kathy Heyl
Dr. Tricia Hudson
Prof. Barbara Hughes
Dr. Michael B. Jacobs
Dr. Ting Jiang
Dr. Devi Kiran Kalla
Ms. Lisa Kindleberger Hagan
Prof. Carol Krugman
Prof. Jackson Lamb
Dr. Cynthia Lindquist
Prof. Laura K. Love
Dr. Lunden MacDonald
Dr. Edgar A. Maldonado
Dr. Ned Muhovich
Dr. Hyon Namgung
Dr. Alexis Newton
Dr. Nhu Nguyen
Ms. Elizabeth Norberg
Dr. Jan Perry Evenstad
Ms. Saima Reese
Dr. Jessica Retrum
Ms. Alma Rocha Vasquez
Prof. Jean Rother
Ms. Sheila Rucki
Dr. Cheryl Sanders
Ms. Kyra Sandstrom
Dr. Nancy Sayre
Dr. Peter Schimpf
Prof. April L. Schofield
Dr. Arlene Sgoutas
Prof. Ted Jinesup Shin
Dr. Johannes Snyman
Dr. Justin Stephens
Dr. Andrew Thangasamy
Dr. Xiansheng Tian
Dr. Cynthia Vannucci
Dr. Helene Ver Eecke
Ms. Kristin Watson
Mr. Jacob Welch
Dr. Ann Williams
Mr. R.S. (Kip) Wotkyns
Dr. Michael Wray

Retirees
Ms. Judith Dalsky
Interpreter Coordinator
Dr. Harvey Milkman
Professor of Psychology
Ms. Emilia Paul
Associate Vice President, Dean of Student Life
Dr. Colby Hatfield
Individualized Learning Specialist
Ms. Lee Pruett
Assistant to the Deputy Provost

In Memoriam
Ms. Rachel M. Patarino
Program Assistant
Dr. Phillip Boxer
Emeritus Dean of the School of Liberal Arts
Mr. David A. Skougstad
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Dr. Ronald Hill Sr.
Faculty in Communication Arts and Sciences
Ms. Mary Lou Van Voorhis
Assistant Director, Academic Advising

Commencement Planning Committee
Ms. Brooke Dilling
Director, University Events
Ms. Leticia Duarte
Coordinator, Special Events and Commencement Activities
Ms. Sonia Gonzales
Mr. Edward Jacobs
Mr. Paul Hitchcock
Dr. Ting Jiang
Ms. Janell Lindsey
Dr. Christine Noel
Ms. Paige Olivier
Dr. Ann Williams
Ms. Lorri Wray
Mr. Ed Zarate

MSU Denver Board of Trustees
Ms. Dawn Bookhardt
Hon. Terrance Carroll
Mr. Robert Cohen
Chair
Dr. Juan Dempere
Faculty Trustee
Mr. William Hanzlik
Ms. Melody Harris
Mr. Walter Isenberg
Ms. Michelle Lucero
Vice Chair
Mr. Rob Morrill
Alumni Trustee
Mr. John (Jack) Pogge
Ms. Ellen S. Robinson
ACADEMIC ATTIRE

Academic attire is modeled after monks’ clothing from the Middle Ages, when college faculty and students were members of religious orders. In England, the faculty of many colleges and universities still wear gowns, hoods and caps in the classroom.

In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic attire. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design and color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor’s gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed. At MSU Denver, women do not wear a white collar with the gown. The hood worn by the President’s Award recipient is an MSU Denver bachelor’s degree hood that represents the graduating class.

The gown signifying the master’s degree also is usually black, but may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors—usually gold, purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet, and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves. The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the graduate’s field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents: the shortest and smallest signifies a bachelor’s degree, and the longest and widest signifies a doctoral degree. The velvet bordering the hood represents the graduate’s field of study.

The satin lining of the hood, each a specific design, represents the college or university at which the individual earned his or her degree.

The Oxford cap, or mortarboard as it is better known, completes the attire. In place of the hood, bachelor’s candidates at MSU Denver wear colored tassels on the Oxford cap to represent the academic department of the University from which they earned their degrees. Those holding graduate degrees usually wear black tassels, but those holding doctoral degrees may wear tassels of gold thread and may elect to wear a four-sided or eight-sided velvet tam instead of the Oxford cap. Some universities have designated the Cambridge cap—a large, soft beret—for their administrators and those who have earned a doctoral degree at that institution.

President Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D., is wearing the University’s chain of office, a visible symbol of his authority as the institution’s leader.
Academic Colors

Master’s Degree Hood Colors
Business (MPAcc) – drab
Social Work (MSW) – citron
Education (MAT) – light blue

Bachelor’s Degree Tassel Colors
School of Business – drab
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences – white
School of Professional Studies – peacock blue

Academic Distinction
You will notice that some of our graduates are wearing one or more cords, stoles or medallions of various colors or designs around the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement. Those graduates who have achieved overall excellence are recognized by the University through three areas of distinction:

Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise) – gold and blue cord
Magna Cum Laude (with great praise) – silver and blue cord
Cum Laude (with praise) – bronze and blue cord

The University encourages students to enroll in and complete an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study in addition to their major and minor degree requirements. This course of study is known as the Honors Program.

Honors Program – gray cord

Honor Societies
Accounting Honor Society – royal blue cord
Tau Upsilon Alpha (Human Services) – white satin stole with the red Greek letters ADW
Association of Scholars of African American Studies – Kente stole, original colors of green, red, and gold blue
Delta Alpha Pi (International Honor Society for Individuals with Disabilities) – navy and gold cord
Alpha Phi Sigma (Criminal Justice and Criminology) – blue and gold cord
Delta Phi Alpha (German) – black, red and gold cord
Gamma Theta Upsilon (Geography) – blue, gold and brown cord

Golden Key (All-University Honor Society) – gold cord
Iota Iota Iota (Women’s Studies) – lavender cord; officers wear medallions with gold ribbon as well
Kappa Delta Pi (Education) – purple and green cord
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Arts and Sciences) – red and white cord
The National Society of Collegiate Scholars – golden cord and burgundy cord tied together; (One of the cords has a gold medallion. The medallion is circular with a torch in the center, a book underneath the torch, three stars above the torch and a laurel wreath facing upward at the base of the torch. Surrounding the wreath, torch and stars are the words “The National Society of Collegiate Scholars.”)
Phi Alpha (Social Work) – brass medallion with the Greek letters FA hanging from a royal blue and yellow neck ribbon
Phi Alpha Theta (History) – red and blue cord
Phi Sigma Iota (Foreign Language) – purple and white cord
Pi Kappa Lambda (Music) – gold and white cord
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science) – brass medallion with the Greek letters PSA in black hanging from a red neck ribbon
Psi Chi (Psychology) – double gold cords with tassels of blue and gold
Sigma Beta Delta (Business) – green and gold cord with contrasting tassels
Sigma Tau Delta (English) – red and black cord; members with special distinction in scholarship wear a black and gold medallion with the Greek letters STA hanging from a maroon neck ribbon
Tau Alpha Pi (Engineering Technology) – pewter medallion in the shape of a gear with a divider superimposed at the top; the Greek letters STP appear at the 9, 6 and 3 o’clock positions on the gear; the medallion hangs from a yellow and green neck ribbon
Upsilon Phi Delta (Health Care Management) – red and blue double cord with corresponding tassel
Graduation Candidates — Spring Semester 2014

Master’s Candidates

School of Business

Master of Professional Accountancy
Heather Ball
Heather Lynne Ellerbrock
Kenneth Joseph Fichter
Kari Ann Gray
Kerry Lee Hailpern
Sharon Prueitt Keiser
Gregory A. Lindbloom
Bruce David McMahon
Merlene Hurst Pagel
Morgan Lee Schulz
Kimberley Joy Stewart
Reid Adam Wilhite

School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Master of Social Work
Marie Berens
Travis J. Boik
Takiya Maria Bradley
Tyrone Scott Braxton
Luisa Candelaria
Christine Briana Candies
Natalie Felicia Coronado
Emily Anne Cox
Maeve McGuinness David
Sierra Elizabeth Dawkins
Michael Thomas DeSalvo
Joseph Hoang Do
Natalie Jeanne Dodd
MaryJean Durant
Jose L. Elizalde
Christopher David Faller
Susan Anne Farnsworth
Tessa Rose Franklin
Gina Michelle Gardner-Wood
Ryan Scott Haldeman
Kimberly A. Hughes
Heather Renee Hyland
Heather Marie Iwen
Jessie Michelle Keller
Tammy Kilgore
Cosette Abigail Kirkpatrick
Sarah Marie Kolakowski
Benjamin Robert Kremer
Victoria Kristy Lee
Sarah Angelina Lindquist
Rachel Elizabeth Lundquist
Lizette A. Marquez
Amada Faye Mathews
Meredith Rose Mills
Mariah Raquel Milne
Wonder W. Moon
Kari Signe Moore
Meghan Ruth Murphy
Thanh Thi Nguyen
Elizabeth Ann Nix
Gianna Lynn Orr
Alejandra C. Perez-Urkoiski
Kayla Marie Pfluger
Julie Nicole Piacenti
Sarah Nicole Plyphon
Susanna Lynn Prensner
William Matthew Pridy
Ameia Ann Ramirez
Rosa M. Richardson
Dena Lynn Rodriguez
Marisol Miguel Rodriguez
Kimberly Kay Roesch
Lindsey Ann Sandoval
Kate Elizabeth Scott
Tiya Tesfaye Shafo
Meredith Suzanne Slocomb
Stephanie Anne Smith
Katie Colleen Springer
Kaitlyn Virkler
Amanda Miquette Marie Wells
Mary Elizabeth Worstell
Thomas Joseph Yancy

School of Professional Studies

Master of Arts in Teaching
Brian Robert Allen
Nathaniel Scott Ballinger
Margaret I. Beilman
Jessica Nicole Booth-Johnson
Rick Matthew Brewer
Hadley Alexandra Bush
Casey Ann Clum
Jennifer Lynn Colvin
Celeste Marie Connelly
Alexandra Jane Crall
Marisa Rose Dabney
Molly M. Daugherty
Kristina Bayley Depew
Robert Dawson Evans
Elda Leonella Fuentes
Edward Alphonso Fusco
Allyson Marie Garcia
Gina Marie Goett
Analise R. Harris
Corin G.H. Rady
Ian Michael Hodges
Misha Ree Hudak
Natalie Jacobson
Rebecca Mary Jones-Egloff
Ian Howard Kenison

Baccalaureate Candidates

School of Business

Accounting
Coly Kemal Alidou
Ashley Breanne Anadale
Boulos Emil Awad
Drew Robert Bahr
Gregg Wayne Belcher
Jonathan A. Blankenship
Timothy Michael Bowen
Jessica Diane Breeze
Steven Douglas Butcher
Daniel F. Camp
William Stanley Clowers
Nicholis Courchaine
Deela DeAnn Cox
Jonathan James Ditallo
Nicole Rand Domenico
Frank Duffey Erickson
Jory Joseph Falcone
Sean Kyle Gagner

Stacy Lee Kessler
Matthew Joe Klingenberg
Nicholas Lake
Sandra Wilson Legeer
Catherine Margaret LePage
Alexander William Lienert
Lauren Angela Lukasik Locke
Sarah Elizabeth Maesch
Alice Marie Martin
Kelli A. McCue
Therese Biedekarken McCaffrey
Jonathan Adam Menzin
Peter Michael Nemenoff
Jessica Catherine Painz
Michelle Marie Quackenbush
Maureen Shea Quinn
Javier Cruz Quintana
Laycee Lewis Rexroth
Francisco J. Roman IV
Samantha Lynn Schafer
Marsiisa Ann Selva
Tracy Diane Shelboe
Samantha Marie Simmons
Julie Ann Thorp
Eileen Nicole Townsend
Andrea Jayne Turner
Ellyn Marie Wilson
Adam Edward Winser
Kevin Charles Wyatt
Joseph Phillip Wykowski
Sarah Jie Zhang
Andrez Noe Gallion
Getaneh Aklilu Gebretsadik
Kanchan Ghimire
Dolly Yanneth Gilfilen
Yong S. Gist
Kurt Hall
Michael Paul Hanus
Tonya Kathryn Hendricks
Andrea Lynn Hughes
Benjamin Knight Jeffcoat
Daniel Joseph Johns
Cynthia L. Johnson
Michael Stuart Jurik
James Francis Mackin IV
Jennifer Marie Martin
Jean de la Grace Ngoma Matadi
Sarah McPhee
Amy Leigh Miller
Christa Jo Minardi
Ryan Nguyen
Paul M. Nieddu
Chandler Nieder
Jennifer Marie Lynne Otey
Raul G. Padilla
Jenny Lee Pak
Mary Nicole Reeves
Rochelle Connie Resendez
Allison Nicole Roebuck
Joseph Robert Rutten II
Sammie Ahmad Safieh
Crystal Marie Saint
Harbir Singh Salh
Dhani Raj Shrestha
Alfred Siauw
Paul Douglas Sitzmann
Jane Tolentino Solas
Jonathan Solbery
Jeremy Robert Stoehr
Virginia Stutterer
Emily Rose Thomas
Maxwell Isaac Tietzer
Megan Christine Tuggle
Victoria Lynn Veltri
Kyle Hmnon Vue
Evelyn M. Wall
Lesley A. White
Steven Edward Young
Margaret Hamilton Yujiri
Andrew John Zahn

William David Gilliland, Jr.
Shelly Gomez
Eduardo Rene Gonzalez
Sergio Ernesto Guerra
Leila Habibi
Trevor Scott Hallenbeck
James Lewis Henson, Jr.
Adam Michael Jahn
Virginia Juneau
Lindsey Marie Kascak
Joshua Korpela
David Lauten
Jenny Lor
Brandy Cesalie Lucero
Shawn Robert David Moran
Kelly Bao-Anh Ngo
Michael Kenneth William Peterson
Eric Scott Plvan
Aaron G. Quin
Christopher Robert Schlitt
Stephen Paul Segerstedt
Joseph Raymond Sledge
Christopher Chueyee Thao
Tanya NatashaTuritto
Sasha Renee Katharina Walters
Madelyn Ann Welles
Daniel Bevan Witt
Kris Petersen Witt
Jason Yee

Economics
Sidartha Biata
Marcellas D. Boykins
William Stanley Clowers
Kevin Thomas Cunnane
Catherine Marie Ford
Quentin James Good
Susan Marie Handy-Reel
Leigh Anne Hladky
Bruce Glenn Koopman
Zakery Paul Peterson
Kevin Michael Polinski
Erik W. Schrader
Michael Kennedy Shea
Michael Allen Tucker
Karl James Wagner
Nathan Gerard Walter
Julia Wyckoff

Finance
Brandon Alan Andrews
Derek M. Barela
Paul Andrew Barnett
Ryan Andrew Bennett
Nicholas Scot Devereaux
Mark Daniel Dufraine
Robert Emerson
Shawn Adam Fitzgerald
Tyler Howard Harvey
Cheyenne LaRai Hoffschneider
Heather J. Juska

Keith Kilbey
Battsetseg S. LaDow
Petra Obuchov
Mathew William Olmstead
Adam M. Peetz
Stephanie Lynn Pierson
Matthew Roger Probst
Rochelle Connie Resendez
Cynthia A. Rodriguez
Kirsten Patrice Ulfig
Hana Seon Nan Wells
Thomas Lane White

Management
Carrie Jo Bacheo
Amelia Benson
Troy Roger Brewer
Anthony Michael Bribiesca
Jeremy G. Brown
Bradley Michael Burton
Joann Calvert
Nicholas Kinsey Caranci
Garrett Christopher Carter
Gustaveo O Hidalgo Castillo
Selathang Chanthan
Abigail Molina Chávez
Ingrid Leigh Christensen
Justin Terral Clark
Justin Leon Cole
Paul Lewis Cooke, Jr.
Deela DeAnn Cox
Seth Michael Craft
Shawn Michael Craig
Andrew Richard Dayton
William Lee Deal III
Briant Preston Dinkel
Aaron Joseph Ditsworth
Brock Edward Dooling
Ana K. Estrada
Jessica Mae Filler
Aaron Neil Fransua
Alison Ann Garcia
Matthew R. Gawel
Xochitl Gaytan
Andrew Michael Giardini
Amy Elizabeth Good
Joseph Edward Gras II
Derek Greenhouse
Kurt Hall
Poh Zeb Peter Her
Carolina Hernandez
Grant Michael Hood
Brenden Hughes
Azirae Constance Jaquez
Pablo Cesar Jara
Brandon John Jensen
Christina Ibdyla Joe
Kathi Kanton
Kory Edward Kassak
Brian H. Keenan
## Graduation Candidates — Spring Semester 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Kirgis</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Edward Lindgren</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaux Michelle Lips</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenifer Lynn Marchbanks</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Alan Marcy</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

#### Africana Studies
- Renée Bryant, Jenessa Lainae Carr, Mattye LaVera Crowley, Caitlin Ann Harris, Chokyi Kuzang, Alana Kay Koenig

#### Art

### Marketing


### Marketing

GRADUATION CANDIDATES — SPRING SEMESTER 2014

Brittany Nicole Richers
Derek Anthony Rinaldi
Michelle Catherine Samaras
Tonya Marie Sautraus
Ryan Emerson Sayre
Lynette Rose Simpson
Jessica Marie Stahl
Robert Alan Trujillo
Awal Tura
Christopher Vizzaino

Chicana/o Studies
Rebecca Ann Lindhorst-Ballast
Vincent James Lucero
Graciela Ricalday
Gloria Guadalupe Rodríguez
Desirea Anjanette Salazar-Sarabia
Valeriana Bernal Sloan
Holly Nicole Stoumbaugh

Communication Arts and Sciences
Garrett L. Achten
Jessica Lou Beers
Aaron N. Bismuth
Mike Carl Braun
Blair Buynard
Mallory Jo Coburn
Katharine Marie Coffey
Daren Ray Craig
Chase Brandon Decker
Adam Erhardt Doyle
Carissa Leona Faulkenberg
Michael Joseph Ferry
Matthew Dale Freeman
Erik Rick Gallion
Victoria Berenice Garcia
Tonia Yevette Garner-Washington
Shannon Michele Gilmore
Joseph Darol Griffith
Kevin Ryan Hall
Chenal Nicole Hernandez
Kamilah Kay Jones
Desiree Nicole Keen
Lisa Marie Kennington
Kristin Marie Leydon
Keralyn Esther Lingk
Daniel Anthony Lopez
Shaneis Malouff
Marissa Lynn Marr
Ashley Sarah Mars
Kameron Tyler Martinez
Kelly Marie Matzner
Heather Andrea Mccadden
Lauren Jean Melone
Patricia Monarrez
Ryan Thomas Morrissey
Hannah Marie Olin
Lisa Renee Owen
Lesley Jean Parson
Laura Pearl
Isabella Pedraza
Raven Stephanie Porteous-Mena
Johnathan Myles Potter
Caryn LaVonne Powell
Laura Janelle Powell
JR Ramsey
Cole Joseph Ritter
Jessica Adrianna Salazar
Veronica Millán Santeliz
Caitlin Frances Scholl
Christopher Bryant Shires
Joleni Danielle Sletten
Catherine Ellis Smith
Emily Elisabeth Smith
Sondra Leigh Sells Taylor
Stephanie Margaret VanDyke
Jennifer Anne Whelan
Sarah Nicole Wrede

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Ngoc Gia Abia
Andrei Grigore Andronescu
Mary Katrina Andrus
Kossi Cee Benissan
Tami Angelique Bishop
Pawel Budzinski
Rima Fatin Chaib
Noah Thomas Cox
Jon Richard DeCelles
Nicholas David Enke
Ernest Leopold Espinosa Jr.
Stacey Glen Everhart
Alycia Ann Gilliland
Timothy A. Gleason
David Nathaniel Herbert
David Grant Hibbard
Brian Lee Higginbotham
Alycia Ann Gilliland
Jeremy Kyle Jordan
Jacob Paul Kasza
Alexander Katz
Steven Edward Kot
Samantha Kimberly Krause
Felicia Jean Kruger
Rory Alan Lambott
Paula Ann Leek
Stephanie Marie Madison
Chelsea Jeanne McCabe
Travis Ryan McCarley
Casey Dale McClure
Mary Linda McFadden
Mark Aaron McKenny
Megan Rachel Medina
Shannan Pamela Mills
Emily Imber Mitchell
Jesse Byron Newland
Patrick William Nicholson
Steven Thomas O’Hor
Rhian Richard Plath
Scott Jackson Plummer
Ronald Lee Powers
Jay James Priest
Jaimie E. Reis
David Jason Rhodes
Michael George Sarmento
Alan Elliott Smith
Ian James Sneller
Anne Marie Taczynsky
Ryan Laing Teter
Wesley Ferrell Underwood
Jeremiah Nathan Unger
Robin Renae Walker
Rachel Ann Willis

English
Jenna Catherine Allan
Joslyn K. Beckwith
Jaclyn Michelle Best
Daniel George Blue-Diaz
Alexander G. Boos
Ashley Layne Brock
Joseph Alexander Buckley
Raina Honora Burton
Joel Robert Byerly
Sydney O’Shea Callahan
Carla Andrea Cannalte
Heather Michelle Carnes
Sarah Elizabeth Christ
Reaghan Elizabeth Cooke
Marcus Alexander Corich
James Evan Crussell
Carina Ida Dalla Betta
Marina Angela De Santis
Gerard N. Doherty
Christopher Robin Doxtator
Kassidy Lynette Draper
Jean Elizabeth Egdorf
Autumn Shea Flansburg
Devin Matthew Ford
Vanessa Ann Gemignani
Gwen Elizabeth Golaszewski
Brittany Lee Gonzales
Stefanie Nicole Griffin
Rachel Anne Gronli
Virginia Louise Gutiérrez
Rhannon Renee Hardiman
Elizabeth Nicole Harris
Rebecca Ann Havens
Jacob Marshall Jankovsky
Natasha Mariah Jesmer
Naomi Lee Kim
Alexandra Katelyn Lewin
• Cassandra Louise Leyba
• Rachel Renee Lundstrom
Sarah Ashleigh Martinez
Emily Coleen McCabe
Bradley Stephen McCollough
Kathlyn Grace Meyer
Jessica Marie Montana
Angela Marie Morell
• Jessica Mae Moser
• Candice Ashly Mullen
Erin Kathleen Nelson
• Kenneth Lee Nethken Jr.
• Andrea Yevonne Nieto
Chad E. Ochman
• Lorraine Enid Ortiz-Lopez
• Elizabeth Palma
• Leslie Diane Phelps
Elise Renee Quist
• Andrea Christine Ramsey
Katiein Michelle Ream
Daniel Nicholas Rice
Hector Aaron Rodriguez
• Andrew Steven Berg
Chris J. Bergrud
• Jonathan Lee Brenner
• Stewart Patrick Brewer
John Stuart Buckland
Garrett Michael Buckmaster
• Dylan Addington Burdick
Kendra Elise Burnett
Justin Kyle Bush
Erica Jean Bussiere
Gregory Paul Carroll
Julian Jesse Castro
Ryan Michael Clark
• Linda Louise Conway
Ernest Antwain Curry
Juan de Mesa
• Erin LaVonne Dula
Genevieve N. Eigner-Ettelman
Amy Liane Fechenbach
• Brandon Lee Ferguson
Kristofer Johnathan Ferree
Michael William Flanders
Emily Mae Frickey
Rose Myria Gorrell
Stefanie Nicole Griffin
Hunter Alan Grondin
Joshua Taylor Gunn
William Michael Hardwicke
Drew Geoffry Hession
Rhonda Michelle Holland
• Zachary Ryan Holton
Christopher David Hooker
Ian Matthew Horan
Melanie Elizabeth Hughes
• Michael Paul Huizenga
Liesl Marie Kagy
Caitlin Abigail Kaunisto
Jordan Lauren Kowalenko
Margaret Renee LeCount
Heather Elizabeth Lee
• Quin Livingstone
Lauren Gabriel Mandelke
Heide Marie Manning
David Richard Macias Markley
Christa L. Marvin
• Michelle Ann McCarthy
Bruce Melone
James Dennis Morfeld
H. Scott Joseph Nicholas
Ashley Dominique Porter
• Jennifer Lynn Primaveri
• Brenna K. Pritchard
• Mindy June Proffitt
Joshua Jacob Romero
Elvis Sierra Rubio
Karen Salazar
Kristi Lynn Sheets
Jacquelinie Marie Shestak
Stephen Oscar Joseph Silbermann
• Todd C. Souza
Spencer Douglas Stevens
• David Stowell Stockbridge III
Christopher James Stuecky
• Shanna Marie Sweet
Sara Reichow Terry
• Joshua P. Thrall
• Jean E. Townsend
Hugo Alejandro Valdez
John Travis Vance
Peter Jason Von Cledt
• Walter Brian Walker
Nikolas Ryan Wolf
Courtney Taylor Younger

Individualized Degree Program
• Tanner Lee Austad
Ari Leah Barger
Tawney Eileen Bass
Sara Marie Beets
• Adorée L. Winward Blair
• Ian Jasper Bonestate
Greg Loftus Bourcy
Cicely Prudence Calhoun
• Kayleen Marie Campbell
Genevieve J. Chandler
Michael Anthony Diaz-Rivera
Kisha Renee DuBuclet
Melissa J. Durkop
Udeme Sam Ebong
Daniel Thomas Fairbairn Jr.
Kimberly Marie Fleischl
Janelle M. Florida
Stephanie Mary Gallegos
Francisco Gregory Garcia
Destiny Lee Graham
Jordan Lee Harrell
Nathaniel K. Hemmert
Kamonthip June Homdayjanakul
Jared Ryan Hoy
Timothy Francis Hurst
Colin "Benzel" J. Jimmerson
Traci Lynnette Johnson
• Ami Denise Jones
Amanda Klink
Kailyn Janae Lamb
Jeremy Scott Lambert
Flora (Yaya) Landier
Blake Thomas Magnier
• Jeremy Patrick McCann
Nicolas Alexander McDuffee
Reem Mikhail
Ricardo Jose Ortega
Adrianne Michelle Parks
Jason Daniel Poole
Brittany Lynn Porras
Lee A. Ridley
Heather Renee Robinson
Yvette N. Roderick
Caleb Scott Russell
Kristina Diane Schmidt

History
• Jennifer Lynn Aitken
• Kurt Edward Armintrout
Meagan LeeAnne Bailey
Brittany Anne Bayes
• Andrew Steven Berg
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• Jonathan Lee Brenner
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Meagan LeeAnne Bailey
Brittany Anne Bayes
• Andrew Steven Berg
Chris J. Bergrud
• Jonathan Lee Brenner
• Stewart Patrick Brewer
John Stuart Buckland
Garrett Michael Buckmaster
• Dylan Addington Burdick
Kendra Elise Burnett
Justin Kyle Bush
Erica Jean Bussiere
Gregory Paul Carroll
Julian Jesse Castro
Ryan Michael Clark
• Linda Louise Conway
Ernest Antwain Curry
Juan de Mesa
• Erin LaVonne Dula
Genevieve N. Eigner-Ettelman
Amy Liane Fechenbach
• Brandon Lee Ferguson
Kristofer Johnathan Ferree
Michael William Flanders
Emily Mae Frickey
Rose Myria Gorrell
Stefanie Nicole Griffin
Hunter Alan Grondin
Joshua Taylor Gunn
William Michael Hardwicke
Drew Geoffry Hession
Rhonda Michelle Holland
• Zachary Ryan Holton
Christopher David Hooker
Ian Matthew Horan
Melanie Elizabeth Hughes
• Michael Paul Huizenga
Liesl Marie Kagy
Caitlin Abigail Kaunisto
Jordan Lauren Kowalenko
Margaret Renee LeCount
Heather Elizabeth Lee
• Quin Livingstone
Lauren Gabriel Mandelke
Heide Marie Manning
David Richard Macias Markley
Christa L. Marvin
• Michelle Ann McCarthy
Bruce Melone
James Dennis Morfeld
H. Scott Joseph Nicholas
Ashley Dominique Porter
• Jennifer Lynn Primaveri
• Brenna K. Pritchard
• Mindy June Proffitt
Joshua Jacob Romero
Elvis Sierra Rubio
Karen Salazar
Kristi Lynn Sheets
Jacquelinie Marie Shestak
Stephen Oscar Joseph Silbermann
• Todd C. Souza
Spencer Douglas Stevens
• David Stowell Stockbridge III
Christopher James Stuecky
• Shanna Marie Sweet
Sara Reichow Terry
• Joshua P. Thrall
• Jean E. Townsend
Hugo Alejandro Valdez
John Travis Vance
Peter Jason Von Cledt
• Walter Brian Walker
Nikolas Ryan Wolf
Courtney Taylor Younger

Individualized Degree Program
• Tanner Lee Austad
Ari Leah Barger
Tawney Eileen Bass
Sara Marie Beets
• Adorée L. Winward Blair
• Ian Jasper Bonestate
Greg Loftus Bourcy
Cicely Prudence Calhoun
• Kayleen Marie Campbell
Genevieve J. Chandler
Michael Anthony Diaz-Rivera
Kisha Renee DuBuclet
Melissa J. Durkop
Udeme Sam Ebong
Daniel Thomas Fairbairn Jr.
Kimberly Marie Fleischl
Janelle M. Florida
Stephanie Mary Gallegos
Francisco Gregory Garcia
Destiny Lee Graham
Jordan Lee Harrell
Nathaniel K. Hemmert
Kamonthip June Homdayjanakul
Jared Ryan Hoy
Timothy Francis Hurst
Colin "Benzel" J. Jimmerson
Traci Lynnette Johnson
• Ami Denise Jones
Amanda Klink
Kailyn Janae Lamb
Jeremy Scott Lambert
Flora (Yaya) Landier
Blake Thomas Magnier
• Jeremy Patrick McCann
Nicolas Alexander McDuffee
Reem Mikhail
Ricardo Jose Ortega
Adrianne Michelle Parks
Jason Daniel Poole
Brittany Lynn Porras
Lee A. Ridley
Heather Renee Robinson
Yvette N. Roderick
Caleb Scott Russell
Kristina Diane Schmidt

History
• Jennifer Lynn Aitken
• Kurt Edward Armintrout
Meagan LeeAnne Bailey
Brittany Anne Bayes
Rodrick Steven Schubert
Bryan Matthew Schultheis
Alicia Corinn Schuster
Ahmed Hassan Shah
Ghazaleh Shirzadian
Hillary Shannon Skye
Daniel Duane Strawn
Rebecca Sugar
Lauren Ann Sznip
Aubri Summer Tharp
Sean Michael Thomas
Valerie Ann Van Alstyne
Karly Alexandra Viteri
Nicholas Fredrick Webb
Lauren Marie Winn-Dallmer
Azusa Yamano
Michelle Rose Yost

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
- Alyssa Kay Alcock
  Scott Timothy Allen
  Andrew David Canastar
  Megan Mary Christianson
  Kevin Thomas Cunnane
  Scott L. Dykstra
  Jennifer Rose Fedewa
  David Edward Firestone
  Mathew J. Guest
  Logan Jay Halverson
  Matthew Jacques Henry
  Fulton Lysander Jackson II
  James Anthony Jackson
- Amanda Rae Johnson
  Adriane Spiering Jones
  Poonam Kande
  Stephanie D. Kok
  Brian Patrick Lynch
  Todd Colin Margules
  Mark Gregory Menke
  Stephen Paul Murphy
  Lucas Richard Myers
  Corey James Oxenbury
- Peter Byron Schmidt Parker
- John David Patterson
  Angel Preciado
  Bryan Preciado
  Hector Luis Rodriguez, Jr.
- Andrew Rosalies
  Mitchell Ronald Ryan
  Adam Roark Ryder
  Jeffrey P. Schonebaum-Stroud
  Kristi Lee Siciliano
  Zachary Ross Souser
- Jacob Edwin Stouffer
  Kari Lynne Talich
  Daniel Cliff Thode
  Jessica Sunshine Thomas
- Joshua James Trujillo
  Emery S. Waisanen
  Seneca Arvidson Widvey
  Daniel Yang

Modern Languages
- Everett Douglas Adams
- Diana A. Allison
  Mason Lee Cassidy III
  Erika Cuevas
  Raul Delgado
  Claire Elizabeth Emmons
  Paula Deanne Givan
  Elise Gordon
  Kendall Paige Hornbacher
  Brien G. Jencks
  Kelly Marie Johnson
  Kamilah Kay Jones
  Natalie Elizabeth Jones
  Matthew Van Rensselaer Krassowski
- Melissa Arline Kurrle
  Blair J. Gregory Landers
  Ana Maria Lara
  Bertha Lupian-Negrete
- Brooke Elizabeth Martin
  Eduardo Montoya-Loya
- Sharon L. Murra
- Joshua Joseph Nordick
  Adriana Terrones Ortega
  Whitney Nicole Ray
  Diana Silva
  Valeriana Bernal Sloan
- Rachel Rae Smith
  Jennifer Alexandra Soto
  Davina Marie Torrez
  Alz Lynn Wilson

Music
- Isaiah Genesis Baggett
- Rachel Marie Baker
- Brittany Nicole Chard
- Troy Elliot Denu
- Elihsa Anne Deolen
- Angela “Sonnie” Blakeslee Doty
  Taylor Anthony Doyle
  Larry Dale Dolz
  Allison Brooke Greenbaum
  Gi-yeon Huh
- Anthony Stephen Johnston
- William Travis Kennedy
  Ethan David Lynch
  Spencer David Lyons
  Elizabeth J. Lynn Malewska
- Denise S. Mattei
  Laena Irene McDonald
  Julie Monley-Desmoulin
  Jacob David Paschall
  Sarah Jean Radosveich
- Sarah Catherine Sanborn
  Jacob Michael Schott
  Ian William Setzer
  Hojun Sohn
- Jessica Joy Sweet
  Adrian Gabriel Tijerina
  Nicholas Patrick Valdez
  Devon Lane Welch
  Nathan Richard Wilson
  Cameron Patrick Wyman

Philosophy
- Joel Robert Byerly
  Mason Lee Cassidy III
- Drake David Clausen
  Jesse James Daniels
  Brendan Ian MacLeod
  Aurelio Madrid
  Carrol H. Miller
  Kelly Elaine Schilling
- Luke A. Straka

Physics
- David James Dran
- Brendan I. MacLeod
  Christopher Daniel Ray
  Jeffrey P. Schonebaum-Stroud
- Thomas Fitzgerald Faverty
  Rachel Nicole Foltz
  Ariana Ivette Fuentes
  Trina Griego
- Lindsay Anne Ghirardelli
  Caleb Seth Glidden
  Michala Hardesty
  Trevor Jordan Harris
  Elizabeth G. Hauptman
  Scott Anthony Irvin
  Mark Anthony Jackson
  Craig Allen Jones, Jr.
  Nicolas Matthew Kipling
  Joshua David Kohler
  Jacob Bruce LaBure
  Siri Julia Larson
  Jordan Edward Logan
  Ana E. Galvan Marquez
  Terrell E. Moseley
  Chelsey Jenevieve O’Hare
  Josefina Olivas
  Joshua Robert Petre
  Meghan Maureen Phillips
  Nicolas Sidhean Ponder
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Jennifer Marie Rystrom
Ashley Nicole Snider
Sarah Ann Studebaker
Jennifer Louise Tvdik
Samuel Patrick Valeriano

Psychology
Linda Felicia Abeyta
Alexis Ann Acosta
Victoria Juanita Adame
Shannon Dawn Adams
Zemzem M. Amme
Laura Smith Anderman
Leonardo Daniel Andrade-Serrano
Maine Scott Ardrey
Brittanie Felicia Arellano

✹ Mursal Aria
Kellie Ast
KrisAnn Louise Barksdale
Laura Marie Barton
Lisa Marie Beckman
v ✹ Victoria Juanita Adame
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Zemzem M. Amme
Laura Smith Anderman
Leonardo Daniel Andrade-Serrano
Maine Scott Ardrey
Brittanie Felicia Arellano

Kendall Marie Lane
Ana Maria Lara
Bailey Bennett Lazzari
Adaly Quintana Lechuga
Canaan Lee
Kristin Leigh Lichty
Sarah Katalina Lieberenz
Sarah Elizabeth Lightfoot
Kathryn Michael Lovett
Caroline Lucky
Megan Marie Lyons
Danielle Marie Machann
Nicole Lynn Martinez
Jessie Nichole Marvez
Elizabeth Lynn Mayhew
Jordan Elizabeth McCarthy
Kyle Patrick McCaslin
Katie Roshelle McClurg
Laena McDonald
cortni Elyse McMillen
Monique Mejia
Jessica Minorini
Katharina Mittler
Sarah Elisabeth Montoya
Elizabeth Ann Moon
Michelle Simone Morris
Gregory Robert Mular
Estefania Munoz
Kimberly Ann Nagel
Desirée Sophia O’Farrell
Helen Oh
Kelli-Ann Kiyomi Oku
Paul Shepherd Oliver Jr.
Olivia Eleanor Opsahl
Madeleine E. Ortega
Ricardo Jose Ortega
Marissa Pagano
Rakeil Kathleen Peck
Sean Michael Peck
Hannah Marie Perrotte
Ryan Allan Plourde
Jody A. Quintana
Sandra Lynn Ramirez
Sarah Elizabeth Rane
Katharyn Dawn Reed
Sarah Danielle Reeves-Juarez
Tristin Marie Richardson
Lisa Reneé Roberts
G. R. Romero
Krystle Marie Romero
Mitchell Andrew Ross
Mary Therese Roth
Ashley Lynn Rottmann
Rachel Ann Shannon
Justin Christopher Shardy
Tatiana Veronica Shibata
Phoebe Rebecca Shideler
Jackie Sharon Stalter
Ashley Marie Stamps
Malayah R. Stamps

Kevin Wade Daniels
Matthew Ryan DaVault
Nicholas A. DeFore
Kimberly Rae DeGrazio
April Nicole DeLong
Thomas W. Derian
Melody Ann D’Haillecourt
Grazenia Maria Dominiska
Chelsey Ann Dragoo
Genevieve N. Eigner-Ettelman
Amos J. Espinosa
Louise Elizabeth Evans
Juliana Marie Fargnoli
Johanna Renee Frohm
Logan J. D. Fuller
Jessica Macotela Galán
Miranda Dolores Garcia
Kayleigh Larain Gates
Erin C. Gertner
Brandon Matthew Gibbs
Zachary Scott Gibbs
Cheryl Mae Gibson
Megan Alexandra Gibson
Kylee Marie Ginn
Audrey Michelle Goodman
Melanie Yvonne Goodman
Kristen D. Griego
Charissa Sherrié Guerrero
Somaya Mansur Habil
Davis Jane Hagerman
Justin Thomas Hall
Shannon Rose Hampton
Tavish Adam Harrison
Shelby Jean Harsh
William Jeremy Hasz
Rachel Michele Hendrix
Mallory Lauren Hers
Emily Darlene Holloway
Tamra Marie Holton
Brandon Joel Hommel
Affton Brooke Hooten
Elizabeth Anne Huber
Courtney Lee Huffman
Christopher James Hughes
Kimberly Ann Jackson
Jessica Anne Jarrell
Lauren Channing Johnson
Sonja Johnson
Jathina-Sarah Karey Juhasz
Jared Edward Kahler
Alison Marie Kasney
Sabe Mohamed Kemer
Schuyler Wesley King
Alyssa Erin Kinghorn
Kristen Rae Knoche
Cheryle R. Koteen
Preson Douglas Kringle
Kacie RiDon Kubiszewski
Emily Patricia Lambert

Kendall Marie Lane
Ana Maria Lara
Bailey Bennett Lazzari
Adaly Quintana Lechuga
Canaan Lee
Kristin Leigh Lichty
Sarah Katalina Lieberenz
Sarah Elizabeth Lightfoot
Kathryn Michael Lovett
Caroline Lucky
Megan Marie Lyons
Danielle Marie Machann
Nicole Lynn Martinez
Jessie Nichole Marvez
Elizabeth Lynn Mayhew
Jordan Elizabeth McCarthy
Kyle Patrick McCaslin
Katie Roshelle McClurg
Laena McDonald
cortni Elyse McMillen
Monique Mejia
Jessica Minorini
Katharina Mittler
Sarah Elisabeth Montoya
Elizabeth Ann Moon
Michelle Simone Morris
Gregory Robert Mular
Estefania Munoz
Kimberly Ann Nagel
Desirée Sophia O’Farrell
Helen Oh
Kelli-Ann Kiyomi Oku
Paul Shepherd Oliver Jr.
Olivia Eleanor Opsahl
Madeleine E. Ortega
Ricardo Jose Ortega
Marissa Pagano
Rakeil Kathleen Peck
Sean Michael Peck
Hannah Marie Perrotte
Ryan Allan Plourde
Jody A. Quintana
Sandra Lynn Ramirez
Sarah Elizabeth Rane
Katharyn Dawn Reed
Sarah Danielle Reeves-Juarez
Tristin Marie Richardson
Lisa Reneé Roberts
G. R. Romero
Krystle Marie Romero
Mitchell Andrew Ross
Mary Therese Roth
Ashley Lynn Rottmann
Rachel Ann Shannon
Justin Christopher Shardy
Tatiana Veronica Shibata
Phoebe Rebecca Shideler
Jackie Sharon Stalter
Ashley Marie Stamps
Malayah R. Stamps
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Bailey Lynn Stang
Jordan Starling
Tanya Marie Stephens
Crystal Lee Stewart
Laurie A. Stovik-Seatvet
Sarah Elizabeth Strain
Luke A. Straka
\• Katherine D. Sturgeon
Shannan Ashlie Suppeland
Megan Nicole Taylor
Francesca Loren Teeters
Amanda Jo Thompson
Jessica Kelly Thompson
John March Tidwell
Anthony Lee Trevino
Stephanie Marie Troscher
Charday Nicole Tunley
Julian Oscar Twin
Julie Eve Utley
Victoria Anne Van Tassel
Jasmine Kay Vazquez
Daisy Luaevanos Velazquez
Victor Nicholas Verini
\• Megan Iona Rhiannon Walker
Anne Karinne Waterbury
Izaura Dizon Wells
Katherine Marie Westby
Joshua Quinn Woods
Melanie Woods
Laura Sue Wright
John Yang

Social Work
Mandy Lynn Ambrosio
Jennifer Marie Bagford
Casey Victoria Ballinger
\• Melanie Ann Bergstrom
\• Candace Victoria Bolz
Audrey Marissa Brown
Nohemi E. Burciaga
Kristen Ann Burkhart
Bailey Rebecca Carlson
Sarah Catherine Carrithers
Tonya Faith Chapman
Tina M. Chavez
Elisabeth Hillary Christopher
Julie Monette Clockston
Mary Alma Collins
Nicol Nalani Colon
\• Iva Dabaghyan
Kimberly Davis
Kevin Andrew Douglas
\• Amanda Jean Edmiston
Julie G. Enwall
Sasha Tani Stel Ferguson
Elizabeth Marie Gallugher
Katelyn Elise Gordon
Andrea Dawn Gwinn

\• Linda Lee Hall
Rachel Kausman Handler
Amber Nichole Hardy
\• Julie Kathleen Harris
Jaclyn Ann Henderson
Chelsea Dawn-Marie Jacobs-Kleven
Raquel Jiménez
Marcelo Juarez
Ericka Ranae Krantz
\• Laura Lisa London
\• Elizabeth Ann Ludeman
Yessenia Luevano
Jessica Nicole Martinez
Meagan Renne McGinnis
Abbe Marie Montoya
Casey Louise Osborn
Rachel Loron Chamberlin Oster
Mallory Juliet Price
Jeanne G. Rael
Susan Elizabeth Regan
Marie Christine Rosales
Michelle Savoy
Hunter Lee Sawyer
Kelsie Dannon Schwan
Philip Eric Smith
Morgan Speichinger
Sherry L. Stedman
Christina Suarez
Roxann Rene Tadem
Melissa Ann Teasdale
\• Antoinette Carol Tegtmeier
Kellá Nicole Thompson
\• Tiffany Milagros Valdez
Patricia Kay VanDusseldorp
Jasmine Kay Vazquez
Jessica Diane Watts
Briana Irene West
Audrey Grace Williams

Sociology, Anthropology
and Behavioral Science
Alison Nicole Abbott
\• Shiloh DeNaye Abril
Emily Kathryn Adams-Bosio
Kylene Lynn Adolphson
David J. Aguado
\• Charlotte Ann Anderson
\• Rebecca Ann Andras
Christopher Michael Anzlovar
\• Kelly Diane Ardis
Kendra June Austin
Denise Jessica Avila
Krista Lyn Balsick
\• Natalie Grace Burney
Hali Marie Santos Borrego
Nicole Gabriela Bozas
Jessica Lynne Brownlee
L. Camille Byerly
Vellore F. Caballero
Brittany Leigh Campbell
Ciara McKay Campbell
Salome Cardenas
Jamie Cuin Carlile
Yesenia Garcia Castillo
Janna Lindsey Chapman
Luke Andrew Charles
\• Drake David Clausen
\• Matthew Christian Clemens
Shilah Kim Copeland
Sarah A. Corbitt
\• Stephanie Nicole Cox
Jessica Kristine Alexandra Cucchi
\• Daniel Thomas Curry
Kimberly Lynn Daley
Tyler Jeffrey Davidson
Susan Elizabeth Davis
Michelle Marie Donahoe
Jourdan Sara Dorsey
\• Karin Dremel
Caroline Jean Eltrich
Emily Claire Escobedo-Jimenez
Bethany Dianne Fadel
Danielle Theresa Feret
\• Briana Therese Folkerth
\• Alexander David Garsez
\• Sabrina Marie Getto
Alayna Deanne Grace
Virginia Louise Guiette
Danielle Lynn Hardin
\• Andrea Jae Hashbrouck
Aimee Call Haskin
\• Shayna Kelsey Elizabeth Henderson
Brittany Marie Herrera
Melissa Nicole Suzanne Houline
Matthew Jenkins
\• Natalie Rose Johnson
Lucor Kamau Jordan
\• Amy Lyon Kapustensky
\• Angela Kerr
Shawna Lee
Veronica Marie Legler
Julia Jean Liden
\• Lauren Michelle Lindeman
Natalie Amber Lynch
Lauren Michele MacDonnell
\• Cheryl Ann Malé
\• Kristal Amber Martens
\• Kirby Lee Martin
Melissa Lea Martinez
\• Marcia Joy Mason
Kathryn Ruth McClain
Emily Preston Ogoy McCurdy
Stephanie Marie McKellar
Desmond Kareem McNeal
\• Travis Grant Mercer
\• Andrea Michel Miesen
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18 ◆ Summa Cum Laude ◆ Magna Cum Laude ◆ Cum Laude ◆ Honors Program ◆ Teacher Licensure
• Christina Nicole Mooney
  Quinn Detrich Mower
• Alyssa Jennifer Needham
• Christopher Diem Quang Nguyen
  Laura Noe
  Heather Elizabeth Olson
  Corey Lee Orrel
  Eva Marie Page
  Philip James Peterson
♀ Jennifer Raby
• Jodee Janelle Ray
  William Thomas Ready
• John Samuel Reffel
▲ Denise Anne Regan
  Catherine Roberts
  Joshua Mark Russo
  Saniego Sanchez
  Marina Nichole Sandoval
  Aaron Timothy Sarmo
  Lindsay Diane Schroeder
  Elisse W. Sharpe
  Daniel Alexander Sharps
  Jacqueline Jean Skene
  Casey Alexandra Smith
  Matthew L. Smith
  Jennifer Marie Sterner
  Christopher James Stuckey
• Carol DeOn Swain
  Samantha Brooke Taylor
• Laura Kristine Torwilliger
  Krysta Lea Torres
  Joshua M. Torres
• Shelby Rae Traynor
  Whitney Allyn VanBrocklin
  Peter Jason Von Cloyd
  Ian Von Hanson V
  Addison Elizabeth Wagner
  Matthew David Wells
  Laurie Elizabeth White
  Loretta Jean Willis
  Abi Lynn Wilson
  Julia Helen Woodward
• Ashley Ann Yañez
  Courtney Anne Younger
• Michelle Lynn Zuleger

Theatre
  Cristi Anne Carter
  Ariel Nichole DeWitt
▲ Jean Elizabeth Egendorf
  Kenrick W. Fischer
  Giana Marie Giraldi
  Michael Anthony Gonzales
  Austin Taylor Hill
▲ Kalond Mark Irlanda
  Veronica Marie Legier
  Scott Aaron Marklin
  Michael McManus
  Jennifer Marie Ontiveros
♀ Hannah Sayward Palmer
  Alex James Polzin
  Brittany Marie Richmeier
  Nicholas Hans Schmid
  Kelly Megan Shaffer
  Jayme Ann Smith
  Eli John Stewart
  Patrick Thomas Wills
  Candilynn Jean Young

Women’s Studies
  Karen Denise Crews
  Michelle Marie Donovan
  Rowan Ramsey
  Whitney A. Shook
  Natalie Kay Skalla

School of Professional Studies

Aviation and Aerospace Science
  Chukwuemeka I. Akotaobi
  Kester Asamoah
  Ranko Blazanovic
  Michael Cesar Bordo
  Ryan Justin Borys
  Spencer Ray Brooks
  Nicholas Shay Butler
  Amber Jennae Channel
▲ Robert Thomas Cosgrove Junior
  Ryan Edward Curran
  Elie Justin Elias
  Maximus Hamid Escouri
  Joshua Gabriel Falgoust
  Evan Lloyd Gildersleeve
  Matthew James Gray
  Joshua Joseph Hill
  Aaron W. Hite
  Kiran Kantha
  Peter James Kolody
  Cody Alan Leef
  Caleb Alexander Levonas
  Brandon Robert Little
  Louis O. Manchisi
  Emily Grace Martin
  Brendan M. Nelson
  Joshua Blaine Noel
  Kristofer Edric Novik
  Tony Warren Parker Jr.
  Michael Philip Passantino, Jr.
  Eric James Poole
  Katarina Dawn Scully
  Derald Lee Shaw II
  Amirtpal Singh
  Sean Vincent Soares-Golden
  Jeffrey Alan Stephens
  Jeffrey Doyle Stevens
  Bradley Mario Steward
  Dexter Stephen Swan
  Richard Donald Wescoat
  Matthew Mark Wiener
  Jorge Luis Zavala

Criminal Justice and Criminology
  Angelina Adame
  Clement Ntaye Ak
  Natalia A. Andreeva
  Melissa Marie Archuleta
  Lorraine Katherine Atencio-Curry
  Jessica Anne Austin
  Crystal Jean Baker
  Charol Alicia Barbieri
  Alexander Charles Barragan
  Brenda Barrios
  Toni Kay Bartenhagen
  Kevin Michael Beard
  William John Berg
  Jeffrey L. Bertle
  Edward John Bryzcki
  Nicholas Anthony Cafasso
  Andrea Danielle Candelaria
  Samuel James Cannata
  Victor G. Carbajal
  Rhonda Lea Catlett
  Natalie R. Chairez
  Lael Mitie-Mae Chaney
  Tyler James Chase
  Christopher Myron Cobb
  Major Anthony Cohbs
  Sophia Eileen Cocos
  Joseph Eugene Colavito
  Ryan Joseph Colley
  Christopher Robert Daiker
  Sean Michael Dean
  Bernadette Geneva Dew
  Isaiah Martin Easter
  Michael Lee Eberhard
  Michaela Kendra Eichenlaub
♀ Genevieve N. Eigner-Ettelman
  Elisabeth Christenia Einsel
  Raul Emmanuel Esperza
  Lisa Ann Farrimond-Gee
  Dustin Dee Fonseca
  Cynthia L. Freeman
  Jeremy Dale Friesen
  Feliciana Maria Gallegos
  Steven Adan Gallegos
♀ Delia Garcia
  Karissa A. Garcia
  Norma S. Garfil
  Antonia Garza
  Kaytlyn Marie Gilner
  Adam Michael Golden
  Gina Diane Gonzales
  Lesley N. Goodluck
  Shalese Marie Graham
  Mariah Sheree Griego
  Alexander Louis Grotzky
▲ Adela Guzman
  Nathaniel Richard Hahn
  Shannon Rose Hampton
  Kevin Michael Hand
  Jessica Ann Hannon
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Ashley Ann Harris
Heather Michelle Harsvick
Karli Michele Heath
Rachel M. Howard
Nicole Hughes
Monica Dawn Jackson
Michael Brian Jarvis
Tiffany Danielle Jin
Alexander Joseph Johnson
Alissa Brianne Johnson
Walter Arthur Johnson
Copeland Ty Jones
Courtney Leeanne Jones
Jessica Marian Jones
Alekandra Sasha Kanjerick
Shannon Leigh Kealihew
Matthew Howard Knight
Amit Kumar
Michael G. Leon
Heidi Shea Lewis
Andrew Charles Lombardi
Susan S. Lopez-Romero
Anna Leticia Reyes Marin
Tara Susan Mates
Stephany Jolene McBride
Victoria Pamela McGuire
Andrew Dillon Meas
Lindsey Ann Miller
Michael Patrick Miller
Samuel August Mundt
Ariana Evelyn-Ruth Nash
Serhi Eulalie Neely
Diana Priscilla Olide
Zachary Scott Parry
Zakery Paul Peterson
Dominic D. Pham
Benjamin Joseph Piserchio
Maurice H. Potter
Caley Potter
Aimee T. Potter
Brittany Christine Quinlan
Christopher J. Rabel
Melissa Lauren Reese
Samantha Rose Rios
Zaira Rodriguez-Lugo
Jessica Melonnie Rosenthal
Ryan James Roth
Paul Charles Rusch
Carlos Sanchez
Claudia Sandoval
Sarah A. Sandoval
Monique Zakiya Sapp
Joseph Phillip Scheerier
Jacob Schumacher
Deven James Shaw
Daniel William Shube
Robert Alan Sobek, Jr.

Minsee Kwon Steinmetz
Rebecca Jordan Stephens
Ashley Marie Stephenson
Giadaa Mia Stockton
Kelsey Kathleen Swift
Kayla Nicole Tate
Christopher Edward James Thomas
Danh C. Tran
Justin Robert Uyemura
Irene Leah Van Cleave
Mitchell Wayne Van Kooten
Tonya Alicia Vasquez
Jesse Vidal
Juan L. Vigil
Christian R. Villarruel
Dina Berniece Voiselle
Jedidiah Samuel Walker
Michael Walker
Matthew Laurence Walz
Tinna Lynn Warthan
Jesse Lee White
Jennell Louise Wing
John N. Wolter
Melina Kabao Xiong
Carol Anne Zelinder

Engineering Technology
James J. Adler
James Dean Anderson
Richard Kelly Anderson
Tyler Drake Anderson
Dibya Ratna Bajracharya
Ian Whicker Brown
Jonathan Robert Carlin
Jeffrey Alan Carruthers
Nelson C. Ekeh
Travis G. Faulkner
Leopoldo Gerard Gallegos
Omar Antonio Gomez
Yesenia Reyes Gonzalez
Nicole Mariani Herrmann
Geoshua Coy Holsinger
David Andrew Horinka
Michael Anthony Kopetzky
Whitney LaCount
Jose David Lizarraga Ruedas
Walter Franklin McClain
Alexander Michael McNally
Carl Alan Otteman
Alexis Jordan Peterson
Dennis Phakonekham
Travis William Phillips
Jorge Ramos
Adrian Rivero-Enriquez
Mitchel Alan Schroeder
Alissa Jean Schultz
Jacob J. Steffes
Lukas Vaznonis
Seth Thomas Walsh
Habtamu Tekle Welebo
Christopher David Leland Wells
Steven John Wolf
Guy Ryan Kilton Zerfoss

Health Professions
Eric Samuel Allen
Ryan Patrick Allen
Jennah Mercedes Alsaharan
Adrienne Mya Bacon
Justine Norma Bassett
Justin Scott Batchelder
Hannah Christine Bauer
Angela Marie Beley
David Gregory Brosius
Roxana Fabiola Burciaga
Chelinda Sue Burke
Kimberly Noelle Campbell
Molly Elizabeth Campbell
Christina Marie Carino
Madison Anne Carlson
Alena Helenn Carper
Maggie Elizabeth Chamberlain
Gina Marie Chythlook
Matthew Brandon Coffrin
Courtney Marie Cusimano
Abby L. Davidson
Sydney Marie Davidson
Brian Robert DeCanio
Linda Nicole Dejel
Joe Carlos Deras
Anthony John Drozd
Christopher Lee Dunbar
Paige Elizabeth Dunbar
Monica Marie Duncan
Darla Marie Dyck
Lyndsay Rian Ellis
Meggan Leigh Estabrook
Malea Nicole Fay
Kya M. Fedora-DeGarmo
Kelsey Elizabeth Fitzsimmons
Laura Flores-Garcia
Melissa J. Fulmer
Kimberly Alicia Gangwish
Nancy Maria Garcia-Cervantes
Jessica Lauren Gardiner
Kellie Michele Gates
Irene Gefter
Anna Marie Gempelrline
Tracy Michelle George
Cheryl Mae Gibson
Nicole Marie Goolsby
Amelia Grace Gray
Glenn Eugene Griego
Alison Resnick Hadavi
Kristin Lynn Hafling
Jessica Novella Hakes
Crystal Renee Hall
Danielle Rae Hanchera
Lynn Marie Hanger
Jamie Rose Hensley
Heather Ann Herman
Casey Lane Hodges
◆ Darcy May Holladay
Jennifer Marie Holt
◆ Lauren Elizabeth Holway
Kimberly Anna Hubbs
Karissa Dawn Jacobsen
Sharon Leigh Jarrett
Mary Beth Jungers
Bomina Kang
Daniel Bryan Karlstrom
David Boyce Klingensmith
Jessica Ann Klingensmith
◆ Ashley Gene Macdonald
Amanda Toni Madrid
◆ Holli Renae Malott
Holly E. Mansfield
Keisha Diane Mathes
Elana M. McCready
Darcie Danielle McDougall
Saundra Kaye McKinley
◆ Briana Rae Meyers
Jeremy Ross Mitchell
Andrea Kay Molloy
Victoria Linda Montoya
Brenna Marie Moore
Hailey Lynn Norman
Rachel Elaine Nouri
◆ Mary Jule O'Dea
Lauren Catherine Padia
Tricia Lynn Paul
Anna Marie Pavisha
Melissa A. Person
Rakel Kathleen Peck
Sean Pohlod
Giura Ming Polar
◆ Kristen Ann Poppell
Autumn Kay Porter
Suzanne D. Ream
Tamara Jean Redwine
James Randy Reed, Jr.
◆ Barsha Rajal
Brittney Rivera Dominguez
Martin Hugo Roman
◆ Kathleen Rose Satterlee
Andrea Marie Schmidt
◆ Kate Szajkowski Sirotow
Monica Anna Strzalkowski
Onirelec Swenson
Anthony Louis Sylvestor
Heather Joy Tedeschi
Kathlyn Jean Tonn-Achilleos
◆ Reyna Torres-Acosta
Kristin Rachele Valencia
◆ Corinne Briggs Wallis
Robert Jay Ward
Janelle Ann Ware
Marina Jisette Warnier
Amy Teresa Weiman
Aaron Lee Wiener
Megan Colleen Willis
Lauren Elizabeth Wood
James Miles Yardley
◆ Hospitality, Tourism and Events
Cathlene Lynda Arnt
Christopher Paul Aston
Brigitte Nicole Bearden
Marcus In Chan Berlin
Andrea Faye Bishop
Lynzie Raquel Blair
◆ Hazy Blossom Blanck
Laura Janea Brotherton
Randal Donavon Brown
Devi Anne Browne
Eric Michael Carter
Nasaya Samone Ceasar
Noel Damiona Chiarelli
Desiree Nicole Clark
Sean Daniel Clark
Michelle Louise Clifton
Matthew Ryan Crenshaw
Brianne Elizabeth Cuce
◆ Diana M. Durgin
◆ Morgane Echéandi
Daniel William Elias
James Peter Elzi
Carlin Elizabeth Feinblum
Stephen Arthur Fregoso
Pamela Victoria May Gabbert
Stephanie G. Lopez Gonzalez
Stephanie Diane Graham
Angela Gruver
Sophia Han
Christy Paige Harms
Timothy Alan Hoerter
Alicia Sierra Holm
Hannah Brown Hoogenboom
Tahmina A. Hashmand
Felicia Hotchkiss
Jessica Anea Howard
Aaron Baptist Itself
Darryl Luis-Vincent James
Eric James Jones
Kelcie Lynn Kaiser
Chance Robert Kayne
Corey Anthony Kline
Nadine Christine Küber
Timothy Andrew Kubista
Jessica Carol Laird
Alexis Melissa Laughlin
Tiffany Monique Lettig
Erika Gayle Lind
Stephen James Marcus
Kyle Andrew Markley
Jordan Leigh Martinez
◆ Jim Mascarroz
Breana Marie Mathews
◆ Lauren Elizabeth Maxwell
Pamela Suzanne McMillan
Wilson Matthew Miller
Catrina Mitros
Monica Chandelle Morin
April Dawn Munoz-Adcock
Barbara Anne Nolan
Kelsey Nicole Oglesbee
Tony Parris
Danielle Marie Peper
Audri Piper
Courtney Denise Porter
◆ Danielle Shea Porter
Jennifer L. Price
Jaimee Nicole Rando
Kristen Alison Richard
Alfred Rojas
Chelsea Bridget Dubria Rolls
Clorinda Louise Romero
Jessica Elizabeth Rosales
Emily Rae Scheick
Jayleen Nicole Schneider
Kelly Ann Schneider
Maria Kayleen Arcega Senado
Troy Francis Studeny
Sandy Tat
Alexandra Danielle Toro
Heidi Alexandra Torres
Nguyen Tang Trieu
Whitney Tucker
Nathan Thomas Turk
Sarah Ellen Uberti
◆ Joylynne Marie Ulshaffer
Victoria S. Wadleigh
Kristen Avalena Weatherly
Rebecca Lynn White
Georganne Virginia Zuppa
◆ Human Performance and Sport
Vanessa Beverly Abeyta
◆ Jeremy James Alvis
Stephanie Marie Anderson
Carl Benjamin Arnold III
Cuye Bradly Austrauskas
Dillen James Barkman
Nicholas Ryan Beasley
Patricia Anne Bisbee
Steven Blevins
Greg C. Bolding, Jr.
Lauren Elizabeth Bowler
Anthony Vincent Bozza
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Michelle Brunelli
Stephen James Bush
Erick Israel Castillo
Jeff Cheever
David Anthony Choate, Jr.
Desonte’ R. Cole
Danielle Christine Culver
Daniel Dehdashti
Patrick Vincent Demith
Brian Thomas Duffy
Devon E. Foster
Jeremy Robert Gardner
Joshua Jordan Grote
Shawn Michael Hartley
Christopher Conrad Hayden
Kareem Deshaun Howard Sr.
Tabitha Lauren Howard
David Thai Huynh
Jessica Diane Jaramillo
Brandon Miguel Jefferson
Cory James Johnson
Robert S. Johnson
 Roxanne K. Johnson
Kai Edward Jordeth
Tyler Kendrick Katz
Ethan Nicholas Kaufman
Kristin Anne Keener
Dylan Joseph Kimber
Matthew Knott
Jameson Keith Kovach
Jonathan Scott Krueger
Brittany Rose Lovato
Christian Edward Lujan
Christina M. Bonilla Marquez
Lori Marralle
Christopher Caldwell Martin
Matthew Colin Martinez
Jamal D’ante Mcclerklin
Dawn Michelle Middelstadt
Kathleen Maria Moran
Broderick Moore
Taylor Morgenstern
Janessa Lynn Murphy
Emily A. Nearing
Amanda Rae Nickerson
Sean GoldBleeded Oblizalo
Mark Demtrius Ortiz
Michael Adam Osmus
Joe Henry Peacock III
Kristen Lei Perea
Alicin Peterson
Patrick Thomas Pokryfke
Erich R. Priest
Sean Alexander Reeves
Rachel Lindsey Rikkers
Mario Amando Romero
Levi Sage
Melanie Elena Schlaak
Callie Sheehan
Elisabeth Anne Teresa Shepard
Diane Van Rijs Shields
Jordan Kathleen Simkins
Morgan Alexandra Skinner
Anna Renee Slotnick
Chelsea Snyder
Timothy Joseph Spahn
Richard Hurst-Payne Stevens
Steele M. Sutton
Jesse Paul Thomas
Joshua Sean Thomas
Jamie Lynn Thompson
Preston Livingston Thompson
Whitney Marie Tirrell
Timothy Bruce Townsend
Brandi Nicole Valencia
Alena Avery VanBrunt
Bryan M. Waring
Matthew Dean Weems
James Jackson Westover
Cory James Wittwer
Stephen Michael Woodruff

Human Services
Ana Patricia Aguirre
Xochilt Alamillo
Cynthia Jane Anaya
Hailey Renee Askins
Aubrie Lynn Banning
Leonard Wayne Bass
Rebecca Sue Brennan
Sherry Lynn Brooks
Renée Bryant
Hannah Terese Campbell
Amber Elizabeth Collins
Madison Lynn Dale
Sallynn Duran
Emily Ann Fiedler
Priscilla Louise Fowler
Eric J. Garcia
Kayla Marie Gardner
Antonia Garza
Trisha Marie Hafemeister
Neo Craig Henry
Darren M. Hill
Lisa Anne Hinojosa
Jennine R. Jeffries
Anysia R. Johnson
Patricia Ellen Kostoff
Rosalva Lane
Susan Duffin Larson
Victoria Ann Latini
Elise Marie Lefferdo
Sara Lynn Ludvig
Angela Mari Maestas
Tara Mae Mauracher
Hannah Suzanne McCarty
Stephanie Marie McCoy
Aaron Sean McDade
Mireya Melendez
Miranda Lynn Mickelson
Amanda KayDee Milender
Christina Lorraine Morales
Bianca Cristal Munoz
Robin Lynn Munro
Kimberly Dawn Myatt
Debra Jayne Olhoff
Samantha Evangeline Perez-Leftwich
Micah Andrew Price
David Scott Rickman
Sarah Lorraine Roberts
Ana Isabel Sanchez
Justin Michael Schomig
Andrea Michelle Stachowski
Brittni Rebecca Sterner
Jessica Renee Taylor
Fatima Torres
Jerry A. Valentine-Harlan
Dana Ann Wallingford
Jodi Leigh Walzer
Michelle Lynn White
Jessica Paige Whiteman
Jernice Williams
Kelly Elizabeth Ziegler

Industrial Design
Sean Daniel Bailey
Brodey Rock Carpenter
Walter Castro
Jasmine Tesa Cervantes
Justin Anthony Craig Foster
Osiris Abraham Graves
Elia O. Gutierrez
Min Sup Jang
Jennifer DeAnn Lucky
Ryan Matthew Miller
Timothy R. Ortiz
Shaina Charlene Pauley
Thomas Warren Piper
Nestor Daniel Tejada
Levi Edward Wittenberg

Journalism and Technical Communication
Stephanie L. Alderton
Austin James Anderson
Katharine Elizabeth Avery
Judy A. Bandstra
Baker Theodore Beltz
Pedro M. Bernal
Casey Scott Boatman
Antoinette Sherree Brown
Jonathon Paul Burke
Chancey Marie Bush
Andrew Owen Cepeda
Tawny Brianne Clary
Gary Clifford Cole
Jeremiah Lee Crawley
Alyssa Marie Davis
Rebecca Joy Dickenson
Melissa Dirce Murvet Eliacik
Geoffrey M. Erdahl
Mickali Jess Garcia
Ian Michael Gassman
Alexandria Camille Giles
Alyssa Danielle Hansen
Elizabeth L. Harrington
Ashley Suzanne Hattle
Kelli Heitstuman-Tomko
Reeanna Lynn Hernandez
Megan Nicole Herrera
Jacob Andrew Holgerson
Catherine Denise Holliday-Thomas
Aaron James Horan
Grace Lily Janssen
Vincent Jimenez
Gerald Miller Johnson Jr.
Jordan Nicole Jones
Kayla Maree Kimmett
Asi Kitchlew
Benjamin James Landreth
Yiying Lin
Mark Ryan Linnell
Bryan Paul Luchene
Jacqueline Madrid
Shawn-Michael Gabaldon Martin
Beth Marie Martinez
Jessica Joy Martinez
Bailey Ann Kanoelani Mesch
Melanie M. Mocia
Arthur Jacob Nelson
Ryan Mark Norrid
Mariah Plummer
Abby Nicole Quinn
Wesley Ryan Reyna
Ursula Romaine
Gabriel Adam Romero
Constanza Saldias
Elena T. Scheriff
Jeremy Adam Schmidt
Cherise M. Scrivner
Danielle Marina Shriver
Blake Pomeroy Sinnock
Marc Edward Slover
Jeanette Claire Smallwood
Rachel Ellen Smith
Kacey Danielle Steierl
Chelsea Elizabeth Stevens
Amanda K. Sutherland
Christopher John Utterback
Paula Vargas
Peter Norman Votry
Lillian Elizabeth Weiner
Zachary Thomas White
Kayla Diane Whitney
Courtland Andrew Wilson
Nicole Brianne Work
Caleb Jacob Leander Young

Nursing

Amass Afrifa
Soraya C. Angermann
Catrina L. Atencio
Ugbodu Ene Amali Awoniyi
Susanne Elaine Bagby
Teresa L. Bardonne
Michael Matthew Barrett
Stormy Lynn Burge
Breeze A. Butler
Lisa Yi Castro
Timofey Victorovich Chesnokov
Regina Samantha Conde
Kara Ann Connelly
Sara Elizabeth Dixon
Thao Doan
Carleen Susan Ellis
Kelsie Shizuyo Furutani
Raychel Marie Garcia
Andine Hennig Gilmore
Rebecca A. Green
Nicole Marie Haase
Semhar Mekonnen Haile
Lauren Kathryn Jefferson
Kelsey Lorraine Johnson
Samantha Irene Johnson
Janet Kay Kerlin

Sierra Yvette Kline
Sharon Meryl Kratze
Haddas Lev
DJ Lewis
David James Loader
Gerald J. McCall, Jr.
Erin Marie McMahon
Alisa Marie Mertens
Nicole Renae Miller
Mathias Mukooba
Taranah Nichole Neva
Amy Teresa Osborne
Michael Joseph Parks
Kristen Marie Peterson
Cory Richard Peticolas
Julie B. Phillips
Daniela Reyes
Daniel Richard Rule
Meredith Lee Seaton
Elise Anna Seebach
Dov Sellem
Robyn Jaye Swinford
Carolyn Beth Todd
Sheri Leigh Trimble Musante
David M. Brunner
Sarah E. VanGelder
Virginia Mae Walker
Crystal Ann Watkins
Jamie Xiong

Special Education, Early Childhood Education, Reading and Educational Technology

Michael Frank Beard
Miranda Dawn Beverage
Krista Kay Caton
John Richard Davenport
Shelly Ann Gude
Laura Harris
Alyssa Lynn Mattingley
Jeremy Michael Moot
Molly Ann Pribe
Jovina Marissa Salas
Whitney Anne Weber

Miranda Dawn Beverage
Krista Kay Caton
John Richard Davenport
Shelly Ann Gude
Laura Harris
Alyssa Lynn Mattingley
Jeremy Michael Moot
Molly Ann Pribe
Jovina Marissa Salas
Whitney Anne Weber